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To all whom it may concern; 
Be it known that I, JAMEs H. Boy E, a citizen of the 

United States, residing at Chicago, in the county of 
Cook and State of Illinois, have invented a new and 

5 useful Improvement in Sewing-Machine Attachments, 
of which the following is a specification. . . 
My invention relates particularly to attachments 

serving to adapt sewing machines for various kinds of 
work, such as hemstitching, shirring, tucking, rutiling, 

i0 etc. . . . . . . . 
My primary object is to provide universal attaching 

means for the various devices iridicated, whereby a sin 

tion; F, a shirring attachment adjustably cut nected 
with the presser-foot D, a.i.d serving also as an attach 
ment-attaclving device; and G, a heinstitcher attach 
ment adjustably connected with the attachinent F. 
The regular parts of the fiewing inachine are of well 

known construction and opertion and need liot be de 
scribed in detail. It may be stated, lowever, that the. 
needle-bar is equipped with a collar c having a Jug c', 
as slown in Fig. if, fitted with a set screw c which 
serves in securing the needle in the usual Inlanner., 
The presser-foot D is applied to the presser-foot bar by 
incans of a set screw d, in a well understood metainer. 

55 

. 

gle attaching ineans. Inay serve for securing various de- The presser-foot has the usual prongs d', d' which are 65 
vices to one machine, or may serve for securing the provided with substantially parallel outside surfaces 

15 same device to any one of numerous types of machines. d8. The feed device E comprises a toothed reciprocat 
The invention is illustrated in the accompanying ing member which moves rearward!y while in the ele- ...; 

drawings, in which- ... . . . . . . . . . . . . vated position and which is depressal during its return 
Figure 1 is a broken sectional view of 5, sewing-ma-" movement to enable it to take a fresh hold upon the '70 

chine equipped with my improved device as employed cloth in the usual manner, " . . . . . 
20 for attaching a hemstitcher to the presser-foot of the The member F, which constitutes both a shirring. 

machine; Fig. 2, a broken view illustrating the spacing attachment and an attachment-attaching device, com-. . . . 
of the cloth for hemstitching purposes in a manner now prises a horizontally disposed transversely extending: . 
well understood; Fig. 3, a view illustrating the hem- barf equipped at one end with an up-turned flange.fl. 75 

audat a distance from said flange and on the upper side : stitching done by the use of the mechanism, as shown 
25 in Fig. 1; Fig. 4, a perspective view showing lay at 

taching device with a liemstitching device of improved. 
consti ction combined therewith; Fig. 5, a broken 
sectional view of the mechanism shown in Fig. 1, "the 
section being taken as indicated at line 5 of Fig. 8; 

30 Fig.6, a similar section showing my improved device 
used as illustrated in fig. 9 for shirring purposes, the 
section being taken as indicated at line 6 of Fig. 9; Fig. . 
7, a. view illustrating the nalure of the work' done by 
the mechanistriarranged as shown in figs. G. and 9; 

35 Fig. 8, a plan set:tional view taken as indicated at line 
8 of Fig. 1: Fig. 9, a plan section showing nyimproved 

... device employed in connection with the presser-?out 
... of thosewing machine for slirring purposes; Eig. 10, 
a flin wiw of the herstitcher adapted to be carried 

40 by the member shown applied to the presser-foot, 
...Fig. 9; lig. II, a plan sectional view showing the 

member-carried by the pi ir-foot in, Fis adjsted. 
to a different position with relation to the presseriot. 
and equipped with a tucker of well-known construe 

45. ion; Fig. 12, a view taken as indicated at line 12 oi. 
Fig. 11; and Fig. 13, a view illustrating tucking per 
formed by il: mechanism illustrated in. Figs. 11 and 12. 

Referring to Figs. 1 to 10, inclusive. A represents tlie. 
bed-plate. f the head of the sewing'machini; B, tle 
arm of the machine; (, the needle-bari, D, the pressers 
foot bar, carrying the usual presser-foot, D';. Acloth 
feeding device of well-known construction and opera 

f. Through the flange or lugf passes a set screw f... 

side with a longitudinal gif 

{y said shink and extending substantially, parallel 

of the baitwith a guide or flage f opposed to the flange 

The flange j' is at right-angles to the bar:f and prefer-g 
ably projects solewhat past the front and rear edges of 80 
the bar to facilitate the adjustments hereinafter men. 
tioned. The flange f is adapted to engage tle short. 
member d of the presser-foot, while the set screw serves... ', 
to engage the long member d of the presser-foot, so that : 
the member fmay be clampingly applied to the presser- 85 
foot and unay be adjusted forwarily or rearwardly with: 
relation to the presser-?oot. The presser-foot-receiving: 
channel between the flanges if and f is open-topped. . . . . 
and open-elded to permit, a wide range of adjustinent, 
T portion of the barf projecting beyond the flange? . 
constitutes a slink f" which is fitted upon its upper 

ide-block frovided with a 
threaded up-ning?'. . . - 
The inler (; comprises a guide-portion or shankg. 
lap, is rest upon the -llank f' and having a slot g-95 

receiving the guide f; and a tapering bary carried it, 

with anti in front of the harf, the nienberg being. 
sequipped at its rear (idge with necdle-guides or per 
rations g”, ty', y, g. The shanka is secured on the 100 

*lank? by a strewg having a threaded extremity en- ; 
tering the headed opening f" and having a shoulder. 
is hearing upol the upper surface of the shank g aid.* 
serving to clanip the parts together. It will be under. 
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stood that the device G may be adjusted longitudinally clamping collar as the needle-bar descends, and the 66 
of the barf to bring any one of the series of needle 
guides, or opening, into registration with the needle. 
Also, the member F Jaay be adjusted forwardly and 

5 rearwardly with relation to the presser-foot bar for the 
same purpose. The lower surface of the bar g” is 
horizontal and lies in the same plane as the lower 
surface of the bar?. The barg has its upper surface. 
beveled froin a point g to the extremity of the bar, 
80 that a greater or less thickness of the bar will be pre 
sented between the layers of fabrica, at at the point 
where the sewing is effected, according to the adjust 
ment of the member G with relation to the meanier F. 
By reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, it readily will be 

understood that the width of the hgrastitch depends 
upon the thickness of the bar interposed between the 
strips of cloth. The barf is preferably beveled soiae 

'whatón its under side at its front edge, as indicated 
at f in Fig. 4, to facilitate the passing of the cloth bes 
tween the bars g” and f at the mecting edges thereof, 
It is understood, of course, that the presser-foot bar D 
may be löwered in the usualmanner, so that the lower. 
surfaces of the bars f and g°would be opposed to the. 
feeding device E in the operption of the machine. . . 

25 When the heinstitching device G is employed in con 
nection with the attachment-attaching device F, the 
part Fis adjusted with relation to the presser-foot in the 
manner illustrated in Figs, i and 8, being secured to 
the rear portion of the presser-coot. When it is de 30 sired to employ the device, Fiorshirring purposes, 
however, it is connected with the front portion of the 
presser-foot in the nanner illustrated in Figs. 6 and 9. 

10 
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20 

In this position, the needlec will pass in the rear of 
the bar?, the rear edge of the bar being cut away soline 

85 what, as indicated at f, to f 
needle. In this position oi 
opposed, in the operation e machine, to the front. 
portion of the feeding device and will operate in the 
usual manner to enable shitging of the cloth to be 
effected as the sewing progress s... In Fig. 7, a repre-- 

ilitate the passage of the 
adjustment the barf is 

40 
sents a piece of cloth shirred in the manner described. 

Referring to Figs, il and 13, the parts of the sewing. 
machine are designated in the manner already der, 
scribed: Here, the attachment F is applied to the 

4. 3 * '. - r . . . . 

8. The hemstitchy a list 
tucker. H, operating in a 
justably mounted fighbattachment'F. The tucker, 
His of the usuit construction, except that its frame 50 his provided with's shankh equipped with a sloth. 
adapted to fit upon the guide f of the bar?. The 
usual shank for attachment, directly ti 
foot bar is omitted. In the attachment FI thero is the 
usual marker histipported in a pivot h' and actuated 

known manner, is ad 3. 

55 
c of the needle-clamping colla 
anvili' carried by the frame hand upon which the ex 
trenity, h; of the marker operates to crease the cloth; 
and there is the usual-cloth guide it which is provided 

60 with a slot h" and 'clampingly, connected by a crew. 
h" with the frameh, so that the guit. may be adjusted 
with relation to thc:franc to tary the width of the tuck. 
It will be understood by thésie skilled in the art that 
the arin his struck by the projection of the needle 

presser-foot in the same manifer as illustrated in Fig. a . . . . . . 
oved, however, and a tely adapted, teyly the stage betweeters of 

4. Ifil-false hem-stitching means, an adjustable attach. 
ing shank and a tapering bar projecting therefrom and 

to the presser-, 

by an arm,h adapted to be engaged by the projection, 
There is the usual. - 
sity sinual. scwing-machine, of combination hirring and attitehr . 

a tried member ind adjustable, with relation thereto. at 
ight-anglex' to the first-named adjustment. 

marker is thereby operated 
The frameh has the openingh' for the passage of tho 

needle. It will be understood that the member F may 
be adjusted forwardly or backwardly on the presse 
foot and the tucker H may be adjusted longitudinally 70 
on the bar? to bring the perforation it' into registra 
tion with the needle. In Fig. 13, a represents a piece 
of cloth which has been tucked by the use of the im". 
proved mechanism. 

it will be obvious to those skilled in the art that the 75 
shirring attachment F, which serves also as a general. 
attachment-attaching device, may be employed in 
connection with various forms of attachments for secur- ". 
ing said attachments to the pressor-foot of a sewing 
machine, so that by the aid of the device F, universal 80 
attachments may be employed, whereby any attach 
ment may be 'applied to different kinds of machines or 
different kinds of attachinents inay be applied to the 
Salgae machine. 3' 

The foregoing detailed description has been given 85 
for clearness of understanding only, and no unduelimi 
tation is to be understood therefrom. . . . . . . 

to secure by Letters What I regard as new, and desire 
Patent, is-a- 

1. The coinbination with a presser-foot of a sewing-90 
imachine, of a combinationshirring and, attachment-at taching bar'extending transversely beneath the presser 
foot and equipped on its uppar side with flanges and a 
clamping, screw constructed and arranged to permit ad 
justinient of said bar to a position, in front of the needle 95 
for shirring pirposes and in the rear pf the needle to 
accommodate a second attachment, said bar haying.an 
extension at one end equipped with means for adjustably mounting a second attachment thereon, 

2. A device of the character set forth, -comprising :8 100 
bar having its ipper surface provided near one and with . 
an open-topped and open-ended presser-foot channel, ex 
tending transversely of said bar, the opposits end of 
said bar, having, a guide ektending longitudinally of the 

3. The combination with a presser-foot of a ewigg. 
machine, of a transversely, extending bar 'pa?sing be: 
neath the presser-foot and clampingly... secured thereto, 116 
and a substantially parallel hem:stitcher bar carried by . 
-arid adjustable longitudinaily with relation to said first-i . . 
named bar, said hem-stitcher bar having a tapering ex 

cloth in the hein-stitching 9peration, according to the 15 
adjustment of the hem-stitcher bar, with relation to the . . . . 
first-named bar. ' ' ' ' ". . . * . . . . " 

equipped with a series of needle openings. - 1. 
5. The combination with the presser-foot liar of a sewing 'mashiné, of a tapering longitudnally adjustable 

'bar-form member adapted to lie between piles of cloth 
and separate the same in a greater or less degree, act.' 
gording to the adjustment of said member, . 
6. The combination, with a presser-foot and needle of 

20. 

125 

bar for adjustably mounting, another attachment, and a 105 clamping screw extending longitudinally of said bat:into 
said presser-foot channel, for the purpose set forth, , , 

- 

ment-attitching member adjustibly clamped thereon and . . . . . cohstructed and arranged to permit adjustment to a . 
position either in the front or in the rear of the position. 
of the needle, aid an uttachment carried by 'Haldi first 

7. "I'he combination of a bar equipped with means for 
('lamingly xecuring it at right angles to a presser-foot, 135 
and a . Recond tapering bir carried by and adjuxtable 

180 
- 1 
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9, The combination with a presser-foot, of a bar lopgitudinally with relation to said first-named bar, for 
r equipped on its upper surface at one end thereof with the purpose set forth. . . ... " 

8. The. combination with a bar equipped near one end 
on its upper side with a transverse opén-topped and 

5 open-ended . channel with a clamping-screw projecting 
thereinto, and equipped near the other end with a guide, 
and a parallel bar having its reaf edge adjacent to the 
ifront edge of said first-named bar and equipped with a In presence off 
thank provided with a guide engaging said first-named t A, U.THORIEN, 
gylde, ' v- C. W. WAsHBuRN). 

flanges, one of said flanges projecting past an edge of 
the bar, a set screw carried by the other flange, and a 
longitudinal guide carried by the opposite end portion of lis 
said bar. 

JAMEs E. BOYE. 

  


